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Who are we?
Team 7651 is a second
year FIRST Robotics.
Founded in the 2019
season, this team went on
to win the regional
competition at RPI and
competed in the World
Championship
Tournament in Detroit.

What do we do?
Team 7651 spends the
season building and
attending competitions.
However, in the offseason,
the Team focuses their time
and energy on gaining
sponsors and outreach
events in the community.

Our Mission Statement

To promote Science, Math, Engineering, and
Technology (STEM) to students and youth through
inclusion, outreach in our community, and
inspiration, by making a friendly, enjoyable, and
engaging environment, where all opinions are
welcome and hands-on experience is valued.

This last year we had the chance to go to Detroit for the world
championships. Here are some quotes afterwards from the team:
“This team has challenged me, both
“7651’s warm and inviting
in engineering and in other aspects, such
environment really gave me a place where I
as teamwork and what it takes to be a
feel important and useful. All the work I
good leader and member. It combines
have done here has given me a purpose past
academics with other skills needed later
the daily routine of school and inspired me
in life and work, which neither school nor
to pursue engineering in college.” -Andrew
most other activities can claim.” -Ben
Lenart
Eisenbraun
“We started with hardly any experience and a dream to be like
the other local teams. By the end of our first season, everyone
on the team had grown in regards to being good leaders and
strong problem solvers. We had learned skills relating to STEM
along with everyday life skills, such as simply sending a formal
email. I am honored to be a part of this team.” -Nick Watson

Program Summary
“FIRST was founded in 1989 to inspire young people's interest and
participation in science and technology. FIRST designs accessible, innovative
programs that motivate young people to pursue education and career
opportunities in science, technology, engineering, and math, while building
self-confidence, knowledge, and life skills. The mission of FIRST is to inspire
young people to be science and technology leaders, by engaging them in
exciting Mentor-based programs that build science, engineering and
technology skills, that inspire innovation, and that foster well-rounded life
capabilities including self-confidence, communication, and leadership.”
–FIRST® website (www.usfirst.org)

Gracious Professionalism®
“Gracious Professionalism is part of the ethos of FIRST. It's a way of doing things that encourages high-quality
work, emphasizes the value of others, and respects individuals and the community.
With Gracious Professionalism, fierce competition and mutual gain are not separate notions. Gracious professionals
learn and compete like crazy, but treat one another with respect and kindness in the process. They avoid treating
anyone like losers. No chest thumping tough talk, but no sticky-sweet platitudes either. Knowledge, competition, and
empathy are comfortably blended.
In the long run, Gracious Professionalism is part of pursuing a meaningful life. One can add to society and enjoy
the satisfaction of knowing one has acted with integrity and sensitivity.”
–FIRST® website (www.usfirst.org)

Coopertition®
“Coopertition® produces innovation. At FIRST, Coopertition is displaying unqualified kindness and respect in the
face of fierce competition. Coopertition is founded on the concept and a philosophy that teams can and should help
and cooperate with each other even as they compete.

Coopertition involves learning from teammates. It is teaching teammates. It is learning from Mentors. And it is
managing and being managed. Coopertition means competing always, but assisting and enabling others when
you can.”
–FIRST® website (www.usfirst.org)

Standard Season Description
Each year a new game/challenge is released in January during an event
called “Kickoff.” At this point, the teams receive the rules and objective of the
new challenge, and a starting kit for building a simple and basic, 125 pound
robot. At this point, the teams enter a build period, where they can strategize
and assemble their own robot that can complete the task most efficiently. This
marks the start of the season.
During the build period, the team divides into subgroups to work on
different components of the robot, whether it be programming, mechanical,
electrical, or even imagery and photography. During this time, the subgroups
work closely to create the best robot they can.
At competitions, teams form alliances to compete in a set of qualification
matches. These alliances are comprised of three robots and will play each
other in matches to see which will come out on top. The qualification matches
decide the ranking of the teams. The 8 highest ranked teams become the
alliance leaders in the elimination tournament. They do a draft pick from the
remaining teams to create their alliances. After the competitions comes the off
season, where team members continue to meet, to learn and practice
programming, strategy, and engineering. FIRST is a year round commitment.
At competitions, teams of course compete to win the event, but robotics is
much more than that. This is the chance to meet with other people, trade
shirts (a very popular tradition), and enjoy exhilarating two minute matches.
Teams are very friendly and are always willing to help, even if you are
opponents in the next match!

Leadership
Robotics is so much more than just robots. A robotics team cannot be
good without a team of people helping things to run smoothly. You can
help out with:
Finding Sponsors:
● Running a robotics team does not come cheap, with costs
totaling around $15,000 a season
● We need people to contact, email, and talk with sponsors.
○ We currently have few people working on this and is
something we need a lot of help with
Outreach:
● Helping to set up and advertise outreach events in the area
● This is very good to improve our team image and break out of
the normal robotics team “mold”
○ In addition, we can even win awards for Outreach which
qualify us for the World Championships in Detroit
○ Also, it is very good to help people out, which is the goal of
all this
Imagery
● Dealing with the team image on social media
● People with good artistic skills are very welcome
● Photography and videography at competitions, throughout
build season, and at outreach events is important
General Organization
● This is not truly a role, however we need people to help keep
the team on track
○ This could be with sponsors, award submission deadlines,
tasks, etc
Recruitment:
● Getting numbers up is very helpful, as more people can
contribute to the success of the team

Technical
Technical positions are comprised of those who are dealing with the
robot directly. These positions work very closely to produce the best
product possible. These positions include:
Design:
● At the beginning of the season, designing the robot is very
important
● Using CAD (Computer Aided Design), members prototype and
design components of the robot
● The CAD department will work very closely with the
mechanical department
Mechanical:
● Mechanical engineering focuses on the manufacturing of
parts for the robot. Much of the work comes directly from CAD
designs. Some of the work includes:
○ Design of structure of drivetrains
○ Correct use and assembly of motors, and close work with
the electrical department to set them up
○ Brainstorming for additive parts for the robot which can
help to gather game pieces or carry out other functions
necessary to that game
○ The mechanical department will work very closely with
both the CAD department and the electrical department

Technical (cont.)
Electrical:
● Electrical engineering focuses on the wiring and connection
of all electrical components on the robot
○ Strategic placement of wires and electrical components is
important in the protection and overall design of the
electrical components
○ The electrical department will work very closely with
both the mechanical department and the programming
department
Programming:
● Programming focuses on the communications throughout the
robot, telling it what to do and how to do it
● Int you = Person Reading
● If you == likes programming{
○ you = programming team;
○ x++;
○ }
● If x >= 2{
○ Print “we have enough programmers to have a
functioning team and robot”;
○ }
● Programmers also will have to work to make autonomous
code, where the robot will carry out a task(s) without the
drivers

Contact Information
Questions? Comments? Concerns? Use any of these
contacts!
@frc7651

@Team7651

Team 7651 - Bethlehem Eagles

Team 7651 - Bethlehem Eagles

bcteam7651@gmail.com

